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Manic Street
Preachers /
Resistance Is Futile
It was a great honour to be asked by
Sony Music UK to design the new
album by the Manic Street Preachers,
‘Resistance Is Futile’. The project
spanned multiple formats including
standard CD, deluxe folio edition with
CD and 24 page book, 12 inch vinyl
with varied layouts and colours and
even cassette.

Manic Street
Preachers /
Resistance Is Futile
The centrepiece to the physical formats
was the deluxe folio edition with a
curated 24 page book featuring the
album’s lyrics, bespoke imagery
taken from various video shoots
by the Bafta-winning Kieran Evans
and stunning photography by Alex
Lake. Working very closely with
management, the label and Nicky
Wire, we established a visual style that
highlighted the themes of the music.

Manic Street
Preachers /
Resistance Is Futile
I created a typographic style to focus
on the album’s topics of fading
beauty, loss and distortion through
the passage of time. Working also very
closely with the photographer Alex
Lake to ensure the imagery and design
worked hand in hand.

Manic Street
Preachers /
Resistance Is Futile
When creating the single artwork for
the album’s accompanying releases, I
ensured each piece had a unique style
whilst maintaining the essence of the
album’s theme.

Manic Street
Preachers /
Resistance Is Futile
An HMV exclusive 7 inch single was
also commissioned for the flagship
single ‘International Blue’.

Cocteau Twins
Universal Music approached me to
design the forthcoming boxset for the
Cocteau Twins and their releases on
the Fontana label, spanning two studio
releases alongside two extra discs of
sessions, rarities and bonus tracks.
The Cocteau Twins are synonymous
with visual pioneers such as Vaughan
Oliver and the label 4AD so being
able to create something in-keeping
with their legacy while producing
something fresh was a challenge I
truly loved.

Cocteau Twins
I created a disc style that followed the
vintage design of the Fontana label,
adjusting colour schemes between the
studio releases and bonus discs. I also
followed the Cocteau’s mantra of very
natural and surreal imagery for the
covers of the bonus wallets and main
box packaging.

Cocteau Twins
With very limited visual resources I
designed a 24 page booklet including
rare imagery from singles, EPs, posters
and editorial adverts.

Helloween
It was great to be able to work with
the guys over at Noise Records / BMG
as they were keen to create something
new and fresh for their Helloween box
set. Using the band’s iconic symbol, I
created a wrap-around galaxy setting
for the main box complete with spot
UV varnish on the ‘planet’ and silver
foil on the main band logo and
box set title.

Helloween
The box set contained multiple 12inch albums, some to be re-produced
from existing artwork and some to
be produced from vintage, physical
records. After said records were
scanned hi-res, I commissioned an
industry-leading image manipulator
to polish each visual to print standard,
cleaning up the scans to print-ready
perfection which can now sit in the
label’s vault for future use.

Amon Amarth
Commissioned by Twin V Ltd / 5B
Management / Sony Music (USA) to
curate creation and delivery of a set
of branding for Amon Amarth’s new
project, ‘The Pursuit Of Vikings’, a
huge musical project based on the an
exclusive and in-depth documentary.

Amon Amarth
The project included multiple formats
for audio and video and revolved
around the creation of the deluxe
edition; a luxury hardback book
containing a 48 page photo book of
rare and unseen imagery from the
band’s history. The book also included
6 discs, a patch and a metal amulet.

Amon Amarth
With unprecidented access to the
band’s archive, we produced a rare
glimpse into the band’s history from
childhood to headlining huge festivals
around the world.

A SAAS TAO
TR
OR
Amon Amarth
Initially starting as a runic logo, the
project quickly developed into the
creation of a wordmark. The lettering
I created for the workmark worked so
well, I decied to create a full font to
allow the band to have a fully-unique
piece of marketing that will allow this
project to stand out out as a one-off.
Having a bespoke font for a project
is rare in the current market so I was
happy to create this for the guys and
give them something that gave the
project a real visual identity.

Space Rocks
I am a founding member and partner
of Space Rocks; a new events company
that together with our partners, the
European Space Agency, explore
how the inspirational world of space
science has influenced the artistic and
cultural communities, and vice versa.
As creative director, I developed and
implemented a set of artwork and
branding for use throughout our
events, marketing, merchandising and
supporting digital platforms.

Space Rocks
With the ESA, we produce events
where people of all ages and
backgrounds can gather to immerse
themselves in all things space,
including unique discussion panels,
musical concerts, exhibitions and
lectures.

Space Rocks
My work included the design for the
merchandise and also for the visual
aspect of our digital portals.

CATCH ME
IF YOU CAN

The Rosetta orbiter rendezvoused with Comet 67P/ChuryumovGerasimenko in 2014 after a 10-year, 6.4 billion kilometre journey.
It released a small lander onto its surface later that year.

HOT ENOUGH
FOR YOU?

Solar Orbiter will be used to examine how the Sun creates
and controls the heliosphere, the vast bubble of charged
particles blown by the solar wind into interstellar space.

GOING
SOMEWHERE?

Ariane 5 is the cornerstone of Europe’s
independent access to space, and can
carry nearly ten tonnes into orbit.

A ROOM
WITH A VIEW

ESA astronaut Tim Peake spent six months aboard the International
Space Station on the Principia mission, named after Sir Isaac Newton’s
groundbreaking 1687 Naturalis Principia Mathematica.

Space Rocks
YOU SMELL
SOMETHING?

The ExoMars Trace Gas Orbiter is searching for Martian
methane and other atmospheric gases that could be
evidence for geological or even biological activity.

THERE’S
NO PLACE
LIKE HOME
This image, captured by the Copernicus Sentinel-2 mission
shows southeast Namibia and the western edge of the
Kalahari Desert, offering clues about Earth’s history.

For our main event at the O2 Indigo
in London, I created an event poster
as well as some more inspirational
smaller posters for use around the
venue, accessing the ESA’s image
treasure trove.

Iron Maiden 2018
Tour programme
As touring artists go, they don’t get
more iconic than Iron Maiden so being
asked to design their programme was
a great honour. With probably their
most dramatic and daring live shows
to date, the content for this was second
to none. With a lavish stock and a
high-build spot UV on the front cover,
we created a product that fans will
cherish for years to come.

Iron Maiden 2018
Tour programme
The brief was to bring a lot of the
new show into the programme which
meant that we would have to get all
the new material we needed for the
programme at the first few dates of
the tour and then rush production
through so as not to miss any on-sale
opportunities. And this was not your
ordinary photo-led programme as a
more editorial approach was taken
which included interviews with band
members. So even with an extremely
tight deadline, we managed to create
an engaging, energetic programme
that would retain its appeal, even
after the tour was over. A real valuable
piece of the Iron Maiden legacy.

Tax The Heat
Tax The Heat, along with their label
Nuclear Blast, had an amazing
album in the bag complete with a
great new set of photographs from
the brilliant photographer James
Sharrock. Featuring a classic London
launderette, the colours, style and
iconography of the location inspired
a set of packaging design that shone a
light on the band’s unique approach to
rock; colourful and full of character.

Tax The Heat
Using the song titles and lyrics as
guides, the inner pages were created
by marrying images to relevant text
(‘Credits’ page had a money slot…
‘Change Your Position’ had a customer
sitting in an awkward way).

Manic Street
Preachers /
Record Store Day
To coincide with the 10th anniversary
of the Manic Street Preachers’, ‘Send
Away The Tigers’ and to celebrate the
glorious vinyl shindig that is Record
Store Day, I was asked by Sony Music
UK to design a limited edition 12 inch
vinyl for ‘Your Love Alone Is
Not Enough’.

Manic Street
Preachers /
Send Away
The Tigers
I was also asked to design the double
gatefold vinyl and 3-disc, 24 page
folio book to celebrate the album’s
anniversary. Featuring hours and
hours of bonus music & video footage
plus unseen lyrics and illustrations
by Nicky Wire, it’s an unmissable
package for all Manics fans and a truly
memorable experience to be a part of.

Manic Street
Preachers /
Send Away
The Tigers
The folio book was a particularly
interesting aspect of the project
as I was entrusted with Nicky
Wire’s original hand-produced and
illustrated lyric sheets. Complete
with some amazing collage work and
photography, the folio book became a
real collectible for the fans.

Iggy Pop
Universal Music Group asked us to
produce the packaging for two classic
Iggy Pop albums, ‘Lust For Life’ and
‘The Idiot’ as part of HMV’s Vinyl
Week. Not just personal favourites
of ours ( gotta love the Iggy / David
Bowie period! ) but it’s fantastic to be
part of another event promoting the
majesty of vinyl. Red and silver vinyl
too, what’s not to love?

Lake Komo
A new logo, single and album
artwork for the band Lake Komo as
commissioned by Sony Music. Using
some incredible imagery from the
photographer Benoit P, I developed
a simple, yet striking logo and
typographic style that allowed the
images to shine while giving the band
a fresh graphical look.

SOULS
New album and single artwork for
the band SOULS as commissioned
by Sony Music. David Gledhill, the
mastermind behind the SOULS music
created a series of videos shot in
urban America to accompany each
song and I was asked to create a series
of covers for the album and singles
that embodied not just the individual
tracks but the project as a whole.

INTRODUCTION
Trooper Beer is a product that I am incredibly
proud of. Since we first launched in 2013, we
have sold over 15 million pints worldwide,
becoming a Top 40 Beer brand in the UK and
exporting as far afield as El Salvador and
China in the process. This product is far from
a gimmick. Together with our partners at
Robinsons we have created an award winning
Premium British Beer that appeals to both Iron
Maiden fans and beer drinkers alike. Our limited
editions have met with universal acclaim, and I
love coming up with new ideas for future beers
that will always complEment Trooper. I feel
like we are only just getting started.

BRUCE DICKINSON
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At the core of Trooper has always been its
fans. Since launching in May 2013, Trooper has
become one of the most popular British Beer
pages across Facebook with over 215,000
fans following the page and submitting user
generated content. This word-of-mouth
advertising has been one of the key factors
in the continued success of the beer. Trooper
can also tap into the vast Iron Maiden Social
Media following, often with geo-targeted
posts helping fans to find the product at a
bar, retailer or event in their city.
To further harness the passion of our
customers and help more people get the beer,
Trooper launched the Trooper Tracker – a
peer generated map where fans could let
others know where they spotted Trooper so
anyone who wanted to find the beer could.
Since its launch there have been close to
10,000 submissions across the globe.

UNITED
STATES
Artisanal Imports
achieved sales of 875,000
pints in their first full
year of distributing
Trooper in the US.

CANADA
Working with Bruce Ashley,
Trooper has secured listings
at all the major liquor boards
including both the LCBO & SAQ.
Bruce Ashley are working
towards turning Trooper into a
50,000 case a year brand.

UNITED
KINGDOM

sweden

National distribution in
major retailers and in the
on-trade has helped Trooper
become a top 40 Beer brand
in its home market.

Distributed by Wicked
Wine, when Trooper
launched it was the 2nd
best selling beer in the
Systembolaget.

MEXICO

JAPAN

Cohevi Global Market SA de CV
achieved sales over 325,000
pints in 2016 and with listings
in Walmart & Soriana, Mexico’s
two biggest supermarket
chains.

ARGENTINA
Goodies have recently
launched Trooper
in Argentina where
the band have a huge
following.

denmark

BRAZIL
Trooper has been able
to capitalise on Iron
Maiden’s legendary
following in the
country.

RUSSIA
SVAM Group distribute the
Trooper brand in Russia. With
fantastic routes into the
on-trade the brand is becoming
increasingly accessible to Iron
Maiden and beer fans in pubs,
bars and restaurants across
the country.

Distributed through OnePint, who
represent brands such as Sierra
Nevada, BrewDog & Schneider
Weiss, and have been a Trooper
partner since day one. Now
extending distribution of the
brand into Germany.

GLOBAL REACH
Since launching in May 2013, Trooper has been a significant global success story, being exported to over 50 countries
worldwide by our partners at Sovereign Beverage Company. With our limited edition beers also being sold around the
world each year, the global footprint of the Trooper brand continues to develop and grow in stature.

Ikon Europubs KK represent Trooper.
Also responsible for distributing
brands such as Brooklyn, Paulaner,
Singh & the award winning domestic
brewery Hitachino, Ikon have helped
develop our presence in the Asia
Pacific region.

Robinsons
Brewery /
Iron Maiden
Created by Iron Maiden and handcrafted by Robinsons Brewery, the
guys in charge have just rolled out
a fresh new re-brand and I was
honoured to be asked to create a
new brand document to take people
through the Trooper universe and
show what makes it such a unique and
much-loved beer.

Depeche Mode
Campaign work for the new Depeche
Mode album, ‘Spirit’. Great band,
great album and it’s been a pleasure
to be able to produce artwork for
the various placements such as the
Guardian newspaper, the London
Underground and Resident Records
in Brighton. One of the albums of the
year so a real treat to be involved.

Myles
Kennedy

The Alter Bridge frontman is
forging a different path

M

yles Kennedy may
be best known as the
vocal powerhouse
who fronts Alter
Bridge and Slash’s solo band, The
Conspirators, but there’s long
been a backroads troubadour
bursting to get out.
Several years in the making,
the singer’s long-awaited debut
solo album, Year Of The Tiger,
was released back in March, but
anyone expecting the rafterrattling arena rock of Alter Bridge
would have been impressively
wrong-footed by a set of strippeddown, country-blues songs
inspired by the likes of Robert
Johnson, Johnny Cash, Jeff
Buckley and Kennedy’s hero, the
late Chris Whitley.
As well as its musical left
turns, Year Of The Tiger is
Kennedy’s most personal release
yet. A concept album inspired by
the death of the singer’s father

STAGE

Steve Earle
& The Dukes
You wanna be an outlaw? Learn from the best!
Words: Dave Everley

C

all Steve Earle an American National
Treasure at your peril. The singer
has been many things during his
40-year career – Nashville bad
boy, bluegrass flagbearer, politicised folkie,
grizzled bluesman – but an establishment
figure ain’t one of them.
It’s fitting that Earle and his band The
Dukes are headlining the Outlaw Country
Stage, because few other artists embody that
spirit quite like he does. Whether it’s the
hard-edged rock’n’roll of his classic albums
Guitar Town and Copperhead Road or the
Texas blues of 2015’s Terraplane, or the
self-explanatory country of last year’s So
You Wanna Be An Outlaw, the soul of a rebel
courses through everything he’s ever done.

Earle earned a reputation as a Nashville
wild card in the 70s and 80s. He was a protégé
of iconic singer and hellraiser Townes Van
Zandt, who showed him the best and worst
that Music City had to offer. His early albums
welded rock’n’roll attitude to country music’s
songcraft, something the staid Nashville
establishment struggled to embrace. But
Earle’s own demons came close to derailing
his career – and his life. A serious drug
addiction threatened to rob him of everything
he’d promised, but the turning point came
when he found himself sitting in jail after one
bender too many.
By the time Earle re-emerged in the mid90s, clean if not entirely serene, he was a
different beast entirely: one who could be
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equally cantankerous and compassionate,
who treated the artificial boundaries between
genres as something to be torn down plank
by plank. Since then, Earle has followed his
maverick muse wherever it has taken him,
taking pride in confounding whatever was
expected of him and putting noses out of joint
at every available opportunity.
At the age of 63, this eternal outlaw has
lost none of his fire. Few of his peers or the
countless acts he has inspired can match his
songwriting, his charisma or the righteous
fire that blazes in his music, whatever form
it takes. You’ll get all of that and more when
Steve Earle & The Dukes headline the Outlaw
Country Stage… but you’d expect nothing
less from a man who is a rebel to his bones.

more than 40 years ago, its standout tracks Blind Faith, Ghost Of
Shangri La and Love Can Only
Heal are the sound of a man
embarking on a journey in search
of catharsis and answers.
Kennedy’s solo shows earlier
this year proved that he could
hold an audience rapt without
a wall of amps behind him, at the
same time showcasing the stellar
guitar skills that sometimes
get overlooked in his day job.
Interspersing tracks from Year Of
The Tiger with some spinetingling
covers – including the timeless
Hallelujah and a truly unexpected
acoustic version of Iron Maiden’s
The Trooper – they were the work
of an artist in full flight.
Kennedy’s appearance on
the Ramblin’ Man Outlaw
Country Stage will be his very
first solo festival performance –
a momentous event for this most
unique of musicians.

The Adelaides

Me And
That Man

M

e And That Man co-frontman Adam
‘Nergal’ Darski is an unexpected presence
at Ramblin’ Man, because he’s best known as
the gravel-throated vocalist of Polish extreme
metallers Behemoth, whose explosive shows
and Satanic proclamations leave a trail of
controversy in their blackened wake. But
Me And That Man couldn’t be further away
from that band’s Satanic sturm und drang.
A collaboration between Nergal and British
blues-folk linchpin John Porter, their debut
album, Songs Of Love And Death, finds the pair
channelling Johnny Cash, Leonard Cohen and
the twisted gothic blues of prime Nick Cave
into their dustbowl Americana.
Expect Me And That Man to bring a
welcome shot of unholy twanging, gallows
humour and black-hearted magic to the Fair.

Y

SKINNY
MOLLY

ou want pedigree? Skinny Molly have got
it to spare! Featuring vocalist/guitarist
Mike Estes (ex-Lynyrd Skynyrd/Blackfoot),
guitarist/vocalist Jay Johnson (formerly of the
Rossington Band and Blackfoot), drummer
Kurt Pietro and bluegrass bassist Luke
Bradshaw, they provide a direct connection to
Southern rock’s glorious past.
It all began in 2004 in Nashville, when Estes
and Pietro put the band together with Molly
Hatchet guitarist Dave Hlubek for a supposed
one-off tour. Sadly, Hlubek passed away in
2017, but his legacy lives on in this band.
Skinny Molly mix up classic tracks from
their former bands with 100%-proof originals.
Whether you’re after a respectful salute to this
greatest of genres or just looking for a good
time, Skinny Molly have got you covered.
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Young British trio The Adelaides play a brand of sunny
country-pop with a thrilling mix of sweet melodicism
and the kind of songwriting depth that has drawn
acclaim from Status Quo frontman and country
aficionado Francis Rossi. And any band that has a song
called Jack Daniel’s gets our vote, too!

Thomas Wynn
& The Believers

The opening track on Thomas Wynn & The Believers’
stunning third album, Wade Waist Deep, is titled Man
Out Of Time, but that couldn’t be further from the truth.
The Florida singer/guitarist’s soulful, edgy country-rock
bridges the past and the present, like The Band and The
Allman Brothers Band reinvented for the 21st century.
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MERCH

Ramblin Man Fair
Black Blues Stage

Khaki Outlaw Stage

WHiTe Knievel

MAP!
COME FIND US ON THE SITE

PERFORMED IN ITS ENTIRETY

& MORE

SPECIAL GUEST
DECEM B ER 20 1 8 U K A N D IR EL A N D
S AT
SUN
TUE
THU
S AT
SUN
TUE
WED
FRI
S AT
MON
Women’s Vest

Pocket Print

Men’s Vest

SOLD OUT? GET ALL YOUR 2018 GEAR ONLINE

01
02
04
06
08
09
11
12
14
15
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DUBLIN 3ARENA
B E L FA S T S S E A R E N A
SOLD OUT
CA R D I F F
M OTO R P O I N T A R E N A
SOLD OUT
LO N D O N
THE O2
S O LH
D OA
U T M M OTO R P O I N T A R E N A
N OT T I N G
N E W CA S T L E M E T R O R A D I O A R E N A
G L A S G OW S S E H Y D R O A R E N A
MANCHESTER ARENA
OUT
S H E F F I ES OLL DD
F LY D S A A R E N A
LIVERPOOL ECHO ARENA
BIRMINGHAM ARENA

E X T R A DAT E A D D E D D U E TO P H E N O M E N A L D E M A N D

TUE
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LO N D O N T H E S S E A R E N A W E M B L E Y
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ENTIRE CATALOGUE AVAILABLE TO STREAM AND DOWNLOAD NOW
FOR VIP PACKAGES AND MORE, VISIT DEFLEPPARD.COM
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CAN YOU FEEL IT? DO YOU BELIEVE IT?
A LIVE NATION PRESENTATION IN ASSOCIATION WITH ITB

Over the moon to be working on the
UK’s biggest young rock festival.
And to be able to work on a variety of
projects such as full event branding,
the print programme, digital
marketing and tour artwork is a
delight.

Bob Dylan
The inspiration for

GIRL FROM THE NORTH COUNTRY
AVAILABLE ON COLUMBIA RECORDS

I was asked by Sony Music UK to
create a last-minute but eye-catching
creative for the programme for ‘Girl
From The North Country’, a play
featuring the music and lyrics
of Bob Dylan.

